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bstract

A one-dimensional, two-phase, transient mathematical model was developed to analyze how carbon monoxide poisoning affects the performance
f a PEM fuel cell. This work examines both vapor and liquid water transport inside the cell. The theoretical results indicate that a higher CO
oncentration results in less hydrogen coverage and a large drop in the time to reach steady state tss. The slowing of the reactions at both the anode
nd the cathode reduce the saturation of liquid water in the catalytic layers. The distribution of liquid water depends more strongly on the CO

oncentration than on dilution of hydrogen in the MEA of the fuel cell. Increasing the amount of pure hydrogen drastically increases tss for a wide
ange of CO contents. At a relatively low CO content, a long tss can be achieved using pure hydrogen, especially at high cell voltage, promoting
he tolerance for CO and providing the desired performance of the fuel cell.

2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

The most efficient fuel for use in a PEM fuel cell is pure
ydrogen. However, this is difficult to store and has a high cost of
roduction. Reforming from hydrocarbons, including gasoline
nd alcohol is the most extensively used technique for generating
ydrogen fuel for use in hydrogen proton exchange membrane
uel cells, which contain 45% hydrogen, 10 ppm CO, 15% CO2
nd 1% CH4 [1]. CO at a concentration even as low as 5–10 ppm
ffectively blocks Pt reaction sites for the electro-oxidation of
ydrogen [2,3]. The affinity between CO and Pt is such that even
t this low concentration of CO, the consequent loss of perfor-
ance is severe [4,5]. Lee et al. [4] investigated the tolerance of
tSn/C, Pt/C and PtRu/C alloy electrocatalysts for CO. Depend-

ng on the nature of the electrode material, the CO oxidation
ccurs at different potentials. The improvement of CO tolerance
s contributed by the changes in the thermodynamics and the

O adsorption process. Murthy et al. [5] presented the steady

tate and transient performance of a fuel cell with relatively high
oncentrations of CO, for two types of gas diffusion media.

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +886 3 5712171x55141; fax: +886 3 5727930.
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Recently, many efforts have been made to increase the tol-
rance of the PEM fuel cell to CO [6–11]. Schmidt et al. [6]
nd Divisek et al. [7] presented two methods for improving the
ell performance using H2/CO as a fuel. First, the use of Pt-Ru
lectrocatalysts at the anode can considerably enhance the tol-
rance to CO. Second, the addition of liquid hydrogen peroxide
o the humidification water in the cell leads to the formation of
ctive oxygen by the decomposition of H2O2. Complete recov-
ry can be achieved for H2 100 ppm−1 CO. Si et al. studied the
O tolerance of the Pt-Ru/C catalyst at elevated temperature and
tmospheric pressure in a PEM fuel cell [8]. They demonstrated
hat the anodic polarization fell dramatically as the temperature
ncreased, because the CO coverage was lower. Improving the
ctivity of the catalyst with a high CO tolerance increases the
ates of reaction of CO and hydrogen. Zhang et al. [9] found that
O poisoning process can be accelerated at high anode flow rate.
he performance decreases substantially as the anode flow rate

ncreases, because CO is adsorbed on the catalyst site. How-
ver, increasing the anode overpotential promotes the oxidation
f CO, maintaining desired cell performance. Yu et al. [10] and

antiago et al. [11] adopted the Pt-Ru/C electrocatalyst for dif-
erent electrode structures to improve the tolerance of PEMFC
o CO. Water sufficiently activates the Ru surface to promote the
xidation of CO.
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Nomenclature

a contact area of Pt catalyst (cm2 cm−3)
bfH ratio of forward to backward of hydrogen adsorp-

tion (atm)
bfCO ratio of forward to backward of CO adsorption

(atm)
C concentration of reactant gas (mol cm−3)
D diffusion coefficient (cm2 s−1)
i current density (A cm−2)
k conductivity of the Nafion phase
keCO CO electro-oxidation rate constant (A cm−2)
keH hydrogen electro-oxidation rate constant

(A cm−2)
kfCO CO adsorption rate constant (A cm−2 atm−1)
kfH hydrogen adsorption rate constant

(A cm−2 atm−1)
n number of electrons
P total pressure (atm)
R universal gas constant (J mol−1 K−1)
s liquid water saturation
T temperature (K)
t time (s)
X molar fraction
x distance (�m)

Greek letters
ε porosity
φ ionic potential (V)
γ stoichiometric coefficient
θCO coverage ratio of CO on Pt catalyst site
θH coverage ratio of hydrogen on Pt catalyst site
ξ molar area density of Pt catalyst sites (C cm−2)

Superscripts
CL catalyst layer
in inlet at catalyst layer
M membrane

Subscripts
CO carbon monoxide
H2 hydrogen
O2 oxygen
ss steady state
wg vapor water
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Ni = −Di[ε
CL(1 − s)]

1.5∇Ci (1)

where εCL is the total porosity and s is the liquid water saturation
on both the anode and the cathode sides. The water transfer rate
wn liquid water in Nafion phase

In theoretical studies, Springer et al. [12] derived a mathe-
atical model to describe CO poisoning on the catalytic sites.
han et al. [13] combined the theoretical models developed
y Springer et al. [12] and Bernardi and Verbrugge [14,15]
o examine the CO kinetics. Bhatia and Wang [16] treated the

haracteristics of the anode catalyst layer as a boundary con-
ition in analyzing the transient CO poisoning behaviors for
arious levels of CO. Baschuk and Li [17] developed a math-
r Sources 159 (2006) 1025–1033

matical model to simulate both CO poisoning and oxygen
leeding.

Although the fuel cell performance exhibited transient varia-
ions at different CO concentrations, the actual coverage profile
nd the reactant gas distribution over the catalyst layer are not
resented. Even the transportation of liquid water and its dis-
ribution in the MEA during transient CO poisoning are not
ell understood. In this work, a transient two-phase mathemat-

cal model of the poisoning effect of PEM fuel cells by CO is
nvestigated. Various parameters are considered to promote the
olerance for CO and analyze the effect on the characteristic time
ss, and thus elucidate transport phenomena inside the cell and
mprove its performance.

. Theoretical model

Fig. 1 depicts the presented simulation model of the PEM
uel cell, including the anode catalyst layer, the membrane and
he cathode catalyst layer. The transient two-phase theoretical
O poisoning behavior is investigated. Table 1 presents the
overning equations, where gaseous hydrogen concentration
H2 ; the gaseous oxygen concentration CO2 ; the gaseous carbon
onoxide concentration CCO; the vapor concentration Cwg; the

oncentration of liquid water in the Nafion phase Cwn; the satu-
ation of liquid water s and the ionic potential φ. The governing
quations must be solved simultaneous for the dependent vari-
bles. The reactant gas and vapor water transport are expressed
s:
Fig. 1. A schematic model of the MEA of the PEM fuel cell.
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Table 1
Governing equations

Variables ACL MEM CCL

CH2
∂
∂t

[(1 − s)εCLCH2 ] = −∇ · NH2 − RH2 CH2 = 0 CH2 = 0

CO2 CO2 = 0 CO2 = 0 ∂
∂t

[(1 − s)εCLCO2 ] = −∇ · NO2 − RO2

CCO
∂
∂t

[(1 − s)εCLCCO] = −∇ · NCO − RCO CCO = 0 CCO = 0

Cwg
∂
∂t

[(1 − s)εCLCwg] = −∇ · Nwg − Rw Cwg = 0 ∂
∂t

[(1 − s)εCLCwg] = −∇ · Nwg − Rw

Cwn �Cwn = 0 εM ∂Cwn
∂t

= Dwn∇2Cwn �Cwn = 0

s
εCL

0 ρw

Mw
∂s
∂t

= ρwKw,0
Mwµw

(
− dPc

ds

)(
s∇2s + (∇ · s)2

)
+ Rw s = 0

εCL
0 ρw

Mw
∂s
∂t

= ρwKw,0
Mwµw

(
− dPc

ds

)(
s∇2s + (∇ · s)2

)
+(

4nCL
d + 2

)
RO2 + Rw

φ k�
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keff∇2φ − (RH2 + RCO) = 0

etween the gas and liquid interfacial phase used by Lin et al.
19] and He et al. [18] is used herein:

w = kc

εCL
0 (1 − s)yv

RT
(yvP − P sat

v )q

+kv

εCL
0 sρw

Mw
(yvP − P sat

v )(1 − q) (2)

he first and second term represents the condensation and evap-
ration rates, respectively, where q is the switching function
hile kc and kv are rate constants. The transport of liquid water

n the membrane is driven by the combined effect of diffusion
nd electro-osmotic drag [20]:

w = −Dwn
∂Cwn

∂x
+ i

F
nd (3)

n which Nw is the flux of liquid water, Dwn the diffusion coef-
cient of liquid water, i the flux of the charges, nd the electro-
smotic drag coefficient, and F is the Faraday constant. The
ransport of liquid water in the catalytic layer is described by
he simplified correlation Kw(s) = Kw,0s, which elucidates the
elationship between the permeability to liquid water and the
aturation of liquid water [19].

In the anode catalytic layer, the distributions of the current
ensities of hydrogen and carbon monoxide are:

diH2

dx
= 2akeHθH sin h

(
nH2F (φs − φ − U0)

2RT

)
(4)

diCO

dx
= 2akeCOθCO sin h

(
nCOF (φs − φ − U0)

2RT

)
(5)

here keH and keCO are the hydrogen and CO electro-oxidation
ate constants [12], φs the electronic potential, φ the electrolytic
hase potential [21] and U0 is the thermodynamic equilibrium

otential. The coverage θH and θCO is [12]:

dθH

dt
= kfHXHP(1 − θH − θCO) − bfHkfHθH

−2keHθH sin h

(
nH2F (φs − φ − U0)

2RT

)
(6)

e
r
w
a
b
r
i

2φ = 0 keff∇2φ − RO2 = 0

dθCO

dt
= kfCOXCOP(1 − θH − θCO) − bfCOkfCOθCO

−2keCOθCO exp

(
nCOF (φs − φ − U0)

2RT

)
(7)

here ξ is the molar area density of the catalyst sites, XH the
olar fraction of hydrogen, XCO the CO molar fraction, and P is

he total pressure. The reaction rates of hydrogen and CO within
he anode catalyst layer are:

H2 = (1 − s)
diH2

dx

(
γH2

nH2F

)
(8)

CO = (1 − s)
diCO

dx

(
γCO

nCOF

)
(9)

here γ is the stoichiometric coefficient and n is the number
f electrons. At the cathode catalyst layer, the reaction rate of
xygen is given by:

O2 = 1

4F
(1 − θ̄CO)(1 − s)ai0

×
[

CO2

CO2,ref
exp

(−F (φs − φ − U0)

RT

)]
(10)

here θ̄CO is the mean CO coverage, which was calculated from
he anodic CO coverage θCO. The factor (1 − s) represents the
ffect of liquid water saturation in the catalyst layers. The initial
onditions are all steady state without zero CO. Table 2 lists
ll of the boundary conditions used in this simulation model.
ithout consideration for the gas diffusion layer, the liquid water

aturation is assumed to be zero at the boundaries (x = 0 and L).

. Results and discussion

Various CO concentrations and hydrogen dilutions are
mployed to simulate a wide range of hydrogen fuels from the
eformer, and thus elucidate the transient behavior associated
ith poisoning. The feed vapor water is fully saturated at 80 ◦C
t both the anode and the cathode inlets. The reactant gas distri-
ution, the coverage, the liquid water distribution and the time to
each steady state are investigated. The initial condition is started
n the absence of CO. The steady-state condition is defined as
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Table 2
Boundary conditions

Variables x = 0 ACL/MEM MEM/CCL x = L

CH2 CH2 = Cin
H2

NH2 |ACL = 0 N/A N/A

CO2 N/A N/A NO2 |ACL = 0 CO2 = Cin
O2

CCO CCO = Cin
CO NCO|ACL = 0 N/A N/A

Cwg Cwg = Cin
wg Nwg|ACL = 0 Nwg|CCL = 0 Cwg = Cin

wg

Cwn N/A k(Ca − Cwn) = Nw|MEM
βi
2F

+ k(Cc − Cwn) = −Nw|MEM N/A

s Nw|MEM = Nw|CCL s = 0

φ kn,eff�φ = kn�φ �φ = 0
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Fig. 2. The transient evolution of the hydrogen coverage profile across the anode
catalyst layer, with 100% H2, 10 ppm CO, 0.6 V.
s = 0 Nw|ACL = Nw|MEM

φ = 0 kn,eff�φ = kn�φ

ertaining when the relative error of the output current density
eaches 10−3 (A cm−2):

i(n) − i(n + 1)} ≤ 10−3 (11)

n which i(n) is the current density at the nth min. Table 3 presents
he parameters used in this work.

Fig. 2 plots the transient evolution of the hydrogen cover-
ge across the anode catalyst layer with 10 ppm CO, 100% H2
nd 0.6 V. The simulation begins in the steady state without CO
oisoning. Consequently, the hydrogen coverage, θH, decreases
ith time because CO is adsorbed on the Pt catalyst, reducing

he number of catalytic sites available for the electro-oxidation
f hydrogen. Fig. 3 shows that during poisoning CO is adsorbed
n the catalytic sites, because the Pt catalyst has a strong affin-
ty for CO. The accumulation of CO at the catalytic sites is
ustained, inhibiting the electro-oxidation of hydrogen. Hence,
he hydrogen and CO coverage takes 100 min to reach a steady
tate.

Fig. 4 shows the liquid water saturation profiles across the
node catalyst layer at different times, with 100% H2, 10 ppm
O and 0.6 V. The effect of the electro-osmotic drag is pro-

ortional to the current density, which was generated by the
lectro-chemical reaction of hydrogen and oxygen. The cov-
rage of hydrogen falls with time, so the current density was
educed, weakening the effect of electro-osmotic drag. However,

able 3
he parameters used in the present model

emperature, T (K) 353
otal pressure, P (atm) 1
iffusion coefficient of hydrogen in gas
phase, DH2 (cm2 s−1)

1.1028

iffusion coefficient of oxygen in gas phase,
DO2 (cm2 s−1)

0.1775 × (T/273.15)1.823

iffusion coefficient of vapor in gas phase,
Dwg (cm2 s−1)

0.256 × (T/307.15)2.334

hickness of catalyst layer, δCL (�m) 16
hickness of membrane, δMEM (�m) 50
as porosity in catalyst layer, εCL 0.4
olumetric fraction of Nafion in membrane
membrane, εm

0.4

onic conductivity, kn (mho cm−1) 0.17
ydrogen adsorption rate constant, kfH

(A cm−2 atm−1)
100

atio of forward to backward of CO
adsorption, bfCO (atm)

1.7 × 10−6
Fig. 3. The transient evolution of the CO coverage profile across the anode
catalyst layer, with 100% H2, 10 ppm CO, 0.6 V.
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ig. 4. The transient evolution of the liquid water saturation profile across the
node catalyst layer, with 100% H2, 10 ppm CO, 0.6 V.

he oxygen reduction reactions are also suppressed, reducing
he diffusion of water from the cathode to the anode. Therefore,
he saturation by liquid water across the anode catalyst layer
ecreases with time. During poisoning, the diffusion of liquid
ater from cathode to anode dominates the amount of liquid
ater at saturation in the anode catalyst layer.
Fig. 5 plots the unsteady variations of the liquid water dis-

ribution across the membrane at various times. The gradient of
he liquid water distribution declines with time, because, as the
uration of poisoning increases, the rate of the reaction decreases

ith time on both the anode and the cathode sides. The effect of

lectro-osmotic drag and the diffusion of liquid water from the
athode to the anode are also weakened, reducing the slope of

ig. 5. The transient evolution of the water content profile across the membrane,
ith 100% H2, 10 ppm CO, 0.6 V.

b
i
d

F
w

ig. 6. The transient evolution of the liquid water saturation profile across the
athode catalyst layer, with 100% H2, 10 ppm CO, 0.6 V.

he liquid water distribution across the membrane. Fig. 6 reveals
hat the amount of liquid water at saturation of the cathode cata-
yst layer greatly exceeds that on the anodic side of the catalyst.
he small electro-osmotic drag and the generation of less liquid
ater cause the saturation level to drop with time.
Fig. 7 presents the ionic potential profile across the MEA

t various times. No gas fuel is consumed in the membrane
hase, so the ionic potential distribution plotted in Fig. 7 is a
traight line. In the catalytic layers, and especially in the cath-
de catalyst layer, the ionic potential distribution is nonlinear,

ecause reduction reactions consume oxygen. During poison-
ng, the ionic potential falls with time reducing the output current
ensity.

ig. 7. The transient evolution of the ionic potential profile across the MEA,
ith 100% H2, 10 ppm CO, 0.6 V.
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ig. 8. The steady state hydrogen coverage profile across the anode catalyst
ayer at various CO concentrations and hydrogen dilutions at 0.6 V.

Fig. 8 depicts the steady state hydrogen coverage profile
cross the anode catalyst layer at various CO concentrations and
ydrogen dilutions at 0.6 V. The results indicate that at 10 ppm
O, tss is longer than at 100 ppm CO, for both 40% H2 and 100%
2. The hydrogen coverage is also higher at lower CO concentra-

ion, because increasing the CO concentration increases the rate
f adsorption of CO onto the sites of the catalyst. Fig. 9 plots the
pposite trend. Hence, hydrogen dilution significantly affects
he hydrogen coverage, especially at low ppm CO. During poi-

oning, adding pure hydrogen fuel increase more reaction sites
or hydrogen, especially at low CO concentration. As shown in
igs. 8 and 9, when an anodic inlet flow containing an H2/CO
ixture was fed into the fuel cell, CO was accumulated on

ig. 9. The steady state CO coverage profile across the anode catalyst layer at
arious CO concentrations and hydrogen dilutions at 0.6 V.
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ig. 10. The steady state liquid water saturation profile across the anode catalyst
ayer at various CO concentrations and hydrogen dilutions at 0.6 V.

he catalytic sites. The coverage of CO is much higher with
00 ppm CO, results higher total surface coverage. Nevertheless,
educes effective available catalyst sites θH for electro-oxidation
f hydrogen.

Fig. 10 plots the effect of CO concentration and hydrogen
ilution on the distribution of liquid water saturation across the
nodic catalytic layer. Fig. 10 reveals that when cells are operated
ith 10 ppm CO, the amount of liquid water saturation greatly

xceeds that when 100 ppm CO is used, at both 40% and 100%
ydrogen. The presence of CO in the anodic inlet flow inhibits
he reduction reactions on cathode side and declines the diffusion
f water from the cathode to anode. The distribution of liquid
ater saturation depends more strongly on the CO concentra-

ion than on dilution of hydrogen in the anodic catalytic layer.
ig. 11 plots the liquid water distribution across the membrane.
t 10 ppm CO, 100% H2, the effect of the electro-osmotic drag is

trong and much liquid water is generated at the cathode catalyst
ayer, causing the liquid water distribution to have a large slop.
onsequently, the CO concentration significantly influences the
istribution of liquid water across the membrane. The dilution
f hydrogen by the fuel reduces the gradient of the liquid water
istribution because the electro-osmotic drag is small and less
ater is generated in the cathode catalyst layer. An increase in

he CO concentration effectively reduces the gradient of liquid
ater distribution across the membrane.
Fig. 12 presents the profile of liquid water saturation across

he cathode catalyst layer. This figure shows that an increase
n CO concentration markedly affects the liquid water satu-
ation profile because the oxygen reduction reaction drops in
he cathode catalyst layer. As the CO level increases, or the
ydrogen becomes more dilute, the saturation profile becomes

ower shown in Fig. 12, the CO content strongly affects the liq-
id saturation at the cathode catalyst layer. Fig. 13 plots the
onic potential at various CO levels and hydrogen dilutions. As
iscussed above, the loss of ionic potential reduces the output
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ig. 11. The steady state water content profile across the membrane at various
O concentrations and hydrogen dilutions at 0.6 V.

urrent density. Therefore, increasing the CO level or diluting
he hydrogen seriously reduces the loss of ionic potential.

Fig. 14 compares the presented simulation results with exper-
mental data reported by Bhatia and Wang [16]. There are four
as compositions fed into the anode. The simulation results show
hat the cell performance and durability depends strongly on
he dilution of hydrogen and CO concentration, considerably
educing the current density and the time tss required to reach a
teady state. Increasing hydrogen dilution and CO concentration
egrades the performance of the cell and reduces the time t At
ss.
low level of CO (10 ppm CO), the cell performance depends
ore strongly on the dilution of hydrogen, considerably reduc-

ng the current density. The predicted CO poisoning results agree

ig. 12. The steady state liquid water saturation profile across the cathode cat-
lyst layer at various CO concentrations and hydrogen dilutions at 0.6 V.

t
t
w
t
s

F
0

ig. 13. The steady state ionic potential profile across the MEA at various CO
oncentrations and hydrogen dilutions at 0.6 V.

losely with the experimental values, except from the case for
0 ppm, 40% H2. The discrepancy may be attributed without
onsideration for the gas diffusion layer. The assumption may
robably influence the distribution of liquid water in the catalyst
ayers. This may explain the discrepancy between the predicted
imulation results and experiments.

Fig. 15 plots the influence of CO concentration on the time
o reach the steady state for two hydrogen dilutions and cell
oltages. The theoretical results indicate that a higher CO con-
entration results in large drop in the time to reach steady state
ss. The dropping rate of tss becomes small at a large CO con-

ent. Hydrogen dilution substantially increases time tss under a
ide range of CO content. At high cell voltages, a large time

ss is obtained, especially at small CO content, because only a
mall amount of hydrogen is used at low current density, so its

ig. 14. The present simulation results compared with experimental data at
.6 V.
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ig. 15. The influence of CO concentration on the time to reach steady state for
wo hydrogen dilutions and cell voltages.

ffect on the CO adsorption rate in the anode catalyst layer is
eak. However, the cell voltage only weakly influences the time

ss at high CO content. In this study, increasing the amount of
ure hydrogen drastically increases tss for a wide range of CO
ontents.

The results for pure and 40% hydrogen at two CO contents
re plotted for comparison in Fig. 16. A higher CO content cor-
esponds to lower tss. At 100 ppm CO, the cell voltage does not
learly affect tss. A large time tss can be achieved using pure

ydrogen. At 10 ppm CO, a small difference on tss is observed
t low cell voltage for pure and 40% hydrogen. Thereafter, the
ime tss increases markedly as the cell voltage increases for pure
nd 40% hydrogen at 10 ppm CO. Fig. 16 reveals that a long

ig. 16. The effect of cell voltage on the time to reach steady state for two
ydrogen dilutions and CO concentrations.
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ss can be achieved containing pure hydrogen at 10 ppm CO,
specially at high cell voltage.

. Conclusions

This study investigated the transient nature of poisoning from
arbon monoxide across the MEA of the PEMFC is investigated.
ydrogen dilution and CO content drastically affect the perfor-
ance and durability of the fuel cell. When an anodic inlet flow

ontaining an H2/CO mixture was fed into the fuel cell, CO is
ccumulated on the catalytic sites. This is because the Pt catalyst
as a strong affinity for CO, inhibiting the electro-oxidation of
ydrogen. The hydrogen coverage and liquid water saturation
eclines as the reaction proceeded. The gradient of the liquid
ater distribution across the membrane and the ionic potential

lso fell with time. The distribution of liquid water depends more
trongly on the CO concentration than on dilution of hydrogen
n the MEA of the fuel cell. The theoretical results indicate that
higher CO concentration results in large drop in the time to

each steady state tss. In this study, increasing the amount of pure
ydrogen drastically increases tss for a wide range of CO con-
ents. At 100 ppm CO, the cell voltage does not clearly affect
ss. A large time tss can be achieved using pure hydrogen. At
ow CO content, the influence of hydrogen dilution on the time
ss is weak at low cell voltage. Thereafter, the time tss increases

arkedly as the cell voltage increases at low CO content. When
he anode inlet flow contains pure hydrogen, a long tss results,
specially at low ppm of CO and high cell voltage, providing
he desired performance and durability of the fuel cell.
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